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Loop quantum gravity corrections and cosmic ray decays
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Loop quantum gravity effective theories are reviewed in the context of the observed Greizen-Zatsepin-
Kuz’min limit anomaly and related processes. This is accomplished through a kinematical analysis of the
modified threshold conditions for the decay reactions involved, arising from the theory. Especially interesting
is the possibility of a helicity dependent violation of the limit, whose primary effect would be the observation
of favored helicity states for highly energetic particles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The vast void that still separates us from a definite vers
of a quantum theory of gravity, and the fact that seve
alleged versions of it are being proposed, has motivated
development of various semiclassical approaches. These
proaches follow the form of effective theories which ta
into consideration matter-gravity couplings, such as
scribed in a number of recent works@1–4#, whose main re-
sults are the introduction of new terms in the equations
motion for the system described. An inevitable outcome
these works is the introduction of Lorentz invariance def
mations~LID’s ! at the effective theory level. These deform
tions become manifest when one analyzes the dispersio
lations for freely propagating particles, and may ha
notorious consequences in high energy phenomena.

In particular, both@3# and@4# are based on the loop quan
tum gravity ~LQG! framework @5#. In these works, the ef
fects of the loop structure of space, at the Planck level,
treated semiclassically through a coarse-grained approx
tion. An interesting feature of this kind of method is th
appearance of a new length scaleL ~with L@ Planck length
l p), such that for distancesd!L the quantum loop structur
of space is manifest, while for distancesd>L the continuous
flat geometry is regained. This scale gives us the hope
bringing the effects of quantum gravity to an observa
level. A natural question thus arises. Are we actually obse
ing these quantum gravity effects? To answer this ques
we are forced to go through the observations of the grea
energy registered.

The most energetic measured events are found in the f
of ultrahigh energy cosmic rays~UHECR’s! @6,7#. Such
events~energies above 1020 eV) actually violate the theoret
ical threshold known as the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuz’m
~GZK! limit @8,9#, according to which no extragalactic co
mic ray can exceed, in energy, the value of 531019 eV. This
current limit takes into consideration the interaction of p
tons with photons from the cosmic microwave backgrou
radiation~CMBR!. There have been different attempts to fo
mulate a convincing explanation about why such energ
particles are reaching the Earth. In a purely theoretical fa
ion, perhaps the most interesting explanations are the m
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festation of decaying magnetic monopoles@10#, and the
decay of superheavy relic particles@11#. Another more ortho-
dox explanation can be found in the existence ofZ bursts
produced by collisions between ultrahigh energy neutrin
and cosmic relic neutrinos@12–14#. However, neither of
these previous possibilities is fully satisfactory.

Another relevant observation is the detection of extra
lactic multi-TeV photons from the BL Lac object known a
Markarian ~Mrk! 501 @15#. These detected photons hav
reached energies up to 20 TeV. Similar to the case of prot
these multi-TeVg rays are subject to interaction with the fa
infrared background radiation~FIBR!, setting a limit to the
energy of the photons that can reach us. Initially, the c
lected data suggested a violation of this limit, although it h
recently been stated that no such violation exists@18,19#. We
adopt this last position.

In this paper we study the possible bounds on the len
scale L emerging from the two observations mention
above. This is accomplished through a kinematical analy
of the threshold conditions for the decays to be possible
particular, since the GZK limit is broken, we assume tha
reasonable explanation is found in the LID’s offered by t
theory ~see@16–18# for other similar approaches!. On that
score, the LID manifestations will, in certain cases, depe
on the difference between two LQG parameters, each
belonging to a different particle. For instance, as shown
@16#, if the dispersion relation for a particlei is ~from here
on, \5c51)

Ei
25Ai

2pi
21mi

2 ~1!

~whereEi , pi , andmi are the energy, momentum, and ma
of the i th particle, andAi is a LID parameter that can b
interpreted as the maximum velocity of thei th particle!, then
one can show that the mentioned thresholds can be sub
tially modified provided that the differencedA5Aa2Ab is
not null (a and b are two particles involved in the reactio
leading to the mentioned threshold!. Of course, this effect
compromises the universality of the given paramete
namely, the fact that theAi parameters—which eventuall
contain the information regarding the matter-grav
coupling—are not the same for all particles. In the case
the current LQG effective theories, these nonuniversal de
tions could be understood as the manifestation of the brea
of classical symmetries, emerging as a consequence o
choice of the quantum gravity vacuum. In this way, the st
©2002 The American Physical Society16-1
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dard model structure of different particles could app
through differentiated values for the parameters in quest
In this respect, since we do not have detailed knowledge
the precise values of the correction parameters, we shall
sider all possible scenarios for the mentioned observatio

Finally, we must mention the fact that, in general, t
presence of LID’s forces us to consider the appearance
preferred reference system. In the case of the LQG cor
tions that we will consider, the dispersion relations are va
only in an isotropic system. For this reason, we shall na
rally assume that this preferred system is the CMBR com
ing reference frame and, consequently, the threshold co
tions for the different decays should be considered keep
this in mind.

II. DISPERSION RELATIONS FROM LOOP QUANTUM
GRAVITY

Here we present the main results from@3# and@4# relative
to the modifications of the dispersion relations of free
propagating neutrinos~more precisely, Majorana fermions!
and photons. We shall assume that the results for Major
fermions can be extended to fermions in general. This
sumption relies on the fact that no substantial departure f
the original methods would be expected for the general c
since the only difference is that for Majorana fermions o
must impose the reality condition on the field equations.
course, one could expect that in the case of more gen
fermions there would appear more corrective terms. Ne
theless, from the symmetry arguments found in@3#, we
should not expect newL and l p dependent corrections dif
ferent from those that already appear in the present theo

The appearance of the length scaleL deserves specia
attention.

A. Fermions

For Majorana fermions@3#, the dispersion relation is
given by

E6
2 5S Ap6

B

2LD 2

1m2~a6bp!2 ~2!

where

A5S 11k1

l p

L 1k2S l p

LD 2

1
k3

2
l p
2p2D ,

B5S k5

l p

L 1k6S l p

LD 2

1
k7

2
l p
2p2D ,

a5S 11k8

l p

LD ,

b5
k9

2
l p . ~3!

In these expressions,E6 is the energy of the fermionic par
ticle of massm and momentump, and thek i are unknown
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adimensional parameters of order 1. The6 signs stand for
the helicity of the propagating fermion. It should be stress
that the terms associated withB and b, and which are pre-
cisely causing the6 signs, are both parity andCPT odd ~in
fact, the equations of motion are invariant under charge c
jugation and time reversal operations!.

In what follows, it will be sufficient to consider

E6
2 5A2p21k3l p

2p46k5

l p

L 2
upu1m21

1

4 S k5

l p

L 2D 2

, ~4!

where nowA511k1l p /L andk1 , k3, andk5 are of order
1. For simplicity, let us write ~with h5k3l p

2 and l
5k5l p /2L 2)

E6
2 5A2p21hp462lp1m2, ~5!

where we have absorbed the quadratic term ink5 into the
mass. As we have said, the basis of the present work relie
the assumption that Eq.~2! is a valid expression for fermi-
onic particles in general. In particular, we will adopt th
expression~5! for electrons, protons, andD particles.

B. Photons

For photons@4#, the dispersion relation is

E65p@Ag2u3~ l pp!26u8l pp#, ~6!

where

Ag511kgS l p

LD 212Y

. ~7!

In the previous expressions,E6 and p are the energy and
momentum of the photon, whilekg andu i are adimensiona
parameters of order 1, andY is a free parameter that, for th
moment, still needs interpretation~it should be noted that the
presence of theY parameter in the fermion dispersion rel
tion was not considered in@3#!. For simplicity we shall con-
sider only the possibilitiesY521/2, 0, 1/2, 1, etc., in such a
way thatAg;11O@( l p /L)n#, with n5212Y a positive in-
teger. With this assumption, we will be able to find a ten
tive value forY, through the bounding of the lower orde
correction of dA;O@( l p /L)n# ~where dA5Ag2Aa , a
denoting another particle!.

As before, we note the presence of the6 signs which
denote the helicity dependence of the photon. To the orde
interest, Eq.~6! can be written

E6
2 5p2@Ag

262ug~ l pp!#. ~8!

Notably, Eq.~8! is essentially the same result that Gamb
and Pullin@2# obtained for the photon’s dispersion relatio
with the difference that they haveAg51 and therefore the
semiclassical scaleL is absent.

A similar contribution was also suggested by Elliset al.
@21,22# ~in this case, without helicity dependence!. They
found
6-2
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LOOP QUANTUM GRAVITY CORRECTIONS AND COSMIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 103516
E25p2@122MD
21p#, ~9!

whereMD is a mass scale coming from D-brane recoil
fects for the propagation of photons in vacuum. Wh
gamma ray burst~GRB! data are analyzed to restrictMD
@22#, the following condition arises:

MD*1024 eV. ~10!

For the photon dispersion relation that we are currently c
sidering, Eq.~10! can be interpreted as the boundug&104.
Sinceug is an adimensional parameter of order 1, express
~8! is still a permitted dispersion relation, as far as GRB’s
concerned. We shall soon see other possibilities to con
with a ug like term.

III. KINEMATICAL APPROACH

A decay reaction is kinematically allowed when, for
given value of the total momentumpW 05( init ial pW 5( f inalpW ,
one can find a total energy valueE0 such thatE0>Emin .
HereEmin is the minimum value that the total energy of th
decaying products can acquire, for a given total momen
pW 0. To find Emin for the dispersion relations under conside
ation, it is enough to take the individual decay product m
menta to be collinear with respect to the total momentumpW 0
and with the same direction. To see this, it is enough to v
E0 with the appropriate restrictions:

E05(
i

Ei~ upi u!1j j S p0
j 2(

i
pi

j D , ~11!

wherej j are Lagrange multipliers, thei index specifies the
i th particle, and thej index the j th vectorial component o
the different quantities. Doing the variation, we obtain

]Ei

]pi
j
[v i

j5j j . ~12!

That is to say, the velocities of all product particles must
equal toj. Since the dispersion relations that we are treat
are monotonically increasing in the range of momentap
.l, this result means that the momenta can be taken
collinear and with the same direction aspW 0.

In the present work, we will focus on those cases in wh
two particles~saya andb) collide, and later decay. For th
present, these particles will have momentapW a and pW b , re-
spectively, and a total momentumpW 0. Nevertheless, the tota
energy of the system will depend only onupau and upbu.
Therefore, to get the threshold condition for the mention
process, we must find the maximum possible total ene
Emax of the initial configuration, givenupau and upbu. For
this, let us fixpW a and vary the direction ofpW b[upbun̂ in

E05Ea~pW 02upbun̂!1Eb~ upbu!1x~ n̂221!. ~13!

Varying Eq. ~13! with respect ton̂ (x is a Lagrange multi-
plier!, we find
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n̂i5
va

i upbu
2x

. ~14!

In this way we obtain two extremal situationsx
56vaupbu/2, or simply

n̂i56
va

i

va
. ~15!

A simple inspection shows that for the dispersion relatio
that we are considering the maximum energy is given byn̂i

52va
i /va , or, in other words, when frontal collision occur

Summarizing, the threshold condition for a two-partic
(a and b) collision and posterior decay can be express
through the following requirements:

Ea1Eb> (
f inal

Ef ~16!

with all final particles having the same velocity, and

pa2pb5 (
f inal

pf , ~17!

where the sign of the momenta( f inalpf is given by the di-
rection of the highest momentum magnitude of the init
particles. A more detailed treatment can be found in@16#.

As a final remark for this section, under certain circum
stances~for example, some special choice of the LID para
eters! the conditionv i

j5j j could give more than one solutio
for the threshold-condition configuration. In fact, as noted
@20#, for a reaction where two identical particles are the d
caying products, it is possible to find configurations whe
the momenta of these particles are distributed asymm
cally within them. However, for the present work, these
fects can be neglected since they give contributions to
threshold conditions that are smaller than those which
will consider.

IV. DECAY REACTIONS

Using the methods described in the last section, we
find the threshold conditions for the decay reactions lead
to the theoretical limits for cosmic rays. These thresho
will present some consequential modifications due to the
rameters of the theory. Here we examine the possible bou
on these parameters. Let us start with the observations c
ing from multi-TeV g rays.

A. Pair decay g¿ge\eÀ¿e¿

Multi-TeV photons are subject to interactions with th
FIBR through the processg1ge→e21e1, wherege is a
soft photon from the FIBR. For this reaction to occur, t
following threshold condition must be satisfied

Eg1v>Ee11Ee2 ~18!

with
6-3
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JORGE ALFARO AND GONZALO PALMA PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 103516
pg2k5pe11pe2. ~19!

In the above expressions,v and k are the energy and mo
mentum of the target photon from the FIBR. Since the
ergy of these photons does not significantly exceed the
range, we will consider for these the usual dispersion rela
v5k. The above equations can be reexpressed as

Eg
212vEg>Ee1

2
1Ee2

2
12Ee1Ee2 ~20!

and

pg
222kpg5pe1

2
1pe2

2
12pe1pe2, ~21!

where we have neglected the quadratic terms in the F
quantities. An important property of the field equations fro
which the fermion dispersion relation comes is that they
charge conjugation invariant. Therefore we can take for b
electron and positron the same dispersion relation with
same sign conventions. Furthermore, an analysis of con
vation of angular momenta shows that both helicities
equally probable for the emerging pair; hence for the ri
hand side of Eq.~20! we must ensure that the energy of bo
electron and positron, is the minimum possible. For this r
son, we must useEe15Ee25E(2) , whereE(2) is defined as

E(2)
2 [A2p21hp422ulup1m2. ~22!

Physically, this condition means that the helicity state of l
energy is the one that sets the threshold condition. With
consideration, we are left with

Eg
212vEg>4E(2)

2 . ~23!

From the dispersion relations~4! and ~8! we can write the
last equation as

pg
2@Ag

21~6 !g2ug~ l ppg!#12vEg

>4@Ae
2pe

222ulupe1me
2#. ~24!

Here, (6)g stands for the incident photon helicity. Note th
we have neglected the terms related toh; these terms will
become important when we study other reactions. Repla
the momentum conservation, we obtain

pg
2~Ag

22Ae
2!1~6 !g2u3l ppg

3

12~vEg1pgkAe
2!18ulupe>4me

2 . ~25!

To the order under consideration we can replace thep’s by
E’s. Additionally, we can use 2Ee.Eg ,

Eg
2~Ag

22Ae
2!1~6 !g2ugl pEg

314vEg14uluEg

>4me
2 . ~26!

Now, note that in the absence of quantum gravity correcti
we would have the usual threshold condition
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Eg>
me

2

v
; ~27!

therefore, to contrast the new terms, we compare them w
the quantity 4me

2 in the right side of the inequality~26!.
Following @19#, no LID’s should be inferred from the

analysis of the data from the observed Markarian Blazar M
501. This imposes strong bounds on our parameters an
particular, it means that any modified term must be less t
4me

2 up to photons of energy;20 TeV. In the first place, let
us see theA terms:

Eg
2uAg

22Ae
2u>2Eg

2uAg2Aeu<4me
2 . ~28!

So it follows that

udAu<2
me

2

Eg
2

. ~29!

Evaluating withEg;20 TeV, we obtainudAu<1.3310215.
If we assume that the adimensional parameters are of o
1, and take for Y the value Y521/2 @so that dA
5O( l p /L)#, we can estimate the following bound forL:

L*6.4310214 eV21. ~30!

Nevertheless, typical values for the LID parameter differen
udAu are below 10222 @16#. This in turn imposes a new boun
L*8.331027 eV21 ~or L*10211 cm) which is nearly in
the range of nuclear physics. Since there is no evidence
space manifests its loop structure at this scale, we inter
this result to mean thatdA5O( l p

2/L 2) ~that is, the univer-
sality is broken at most in second order in the ratiol p /L).
With this last assumption we obtain a favoredY50 value,
and the bound

L*8.3310218 eV21. ~31!

This is by far a more reasonable bound forL.
In the second place, we have theug term ~recall that this

term involves the photon helicity dependence!. Imposing the
same kind of constraint with photons of energyEg
;20 TeV, we obtain

uugu&0.8. ~32!

This is not a serious bound on the parameterug . In any case,
if uugu*1 then the observed photons from Mrk 501 shou
have a preferred helicity~this particular helicity will depend
on the sign ofug). Furthermore, sinceug is assumed to be a
parameter of order 1, expression~32! tells us that more en-
ergetic photons than those we are considering~energies
;20 TeV) should appear with this preferred helicity.

Finally, there remains the term involving thel parameter
for electrons. For this, we obtain

uk5u
l p

L 2
<2.631022 eV, ~33!
6-4
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LOOP QUANTUM GRAVITY CORRECTIONS AND COSMIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 103516
or, assuming thatk5 is of order 1,

L*5.7310214 eV21. ~34!

B. Proton decayp¿g\D

The main reaction leading to the GZK limit is the res
nantD(1232) decayp1g→D. The threshold condition is

Ep1v>ED ~35!

with

pp2k5pD . ~36!

HereED
2 5A2p21hp422ulup1m2, that is to say, the mini-

mum possible value for the energy of the emergingD. With
some algebraic manipulation we can find

2dAEp
21dhEp

412@~6 !plp1ulDu#Ep14vEp

>MD
2 2M p

2 , ~37!

wheredA5Ap2AD and dh5hp2hD . Additionally, (6)p
refers to the incident proton helicity. Note that in the abse
of LQG modifications the threshold condition becomes

Ep>
MD

2 2M p
2

4v
. ~38!

Since we do not have a detailed knowledge of the devia
parameters, we take account of them independently. N
rally, there will always exist the possibility of having a
adequate combination of these parameter values that c
affect the threshold condition simultaneously. However,
we will soon see, each one of these parameters will be
nificant in different energy ranges.

Let us start by considering the terms involving A:

2dAEp
214vEp>MD

2 2M p
2 . ~39!

For this inequality it is easy to see that, for a given value
v, the reaction is kinematically precluded for allE, if

AD2Ap.
2v2

MD
2 2M p

2
.1.7310225@v/v0#2, ~40!

where v052.3531024 eV is the kT energy ~with T
52.73 K) of the CMBR thermal distribution. For all pur
poses the GZK limit is forbidden for CMBR photons if w
takev.v0. Incidentally, assuming that the adimensional p
rameters are of order 1 and that—as previously asserted—
nonuniversal deviation ofA is at most of second order i
l p /L, we obtain

L&2310216 eV21. ~41!

Of more relevance than theA terms~as we will verify! are
the h related ones. Here we have

dhEp
414vEp>MD

2 2M p
2 . ~42!
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In this case the condition is independent ofL and it depends
strictly on the differencedh. For this, the reaction is forbid
den if

~hD2hp!.
27v4

~MD
2 2M p

2!3

.3.2310267@v/v0#4 eV22. ~43!

Recalling thath5k3l p
2 , Eq. ~43! tells us that it is enough to

have uk3u.5310211 with k3D.k3p for the reaction to be
precluded. Since we are assuming thatO(k3)51, this result
shows us that the presence of a non-nulldh,0 ensures the
GZK violation effect.

In view of the possibilitiesdh50 anddA50, we must
consider thel dependent terms

2@~6 !plp1ulDu#Ep14vEp>MD
2 2M p

2 . ~44!

This last expression is very interesting faced with the f
that its terms are helicity dependent. In this case, the reac
is more sensitive to the energy of the target photon.
instance, ifv is such that

~6 !plp1ulDu12v<0, ~45!

the reaction will be forbidden. Of course, this situation w
depend on the helicity configuration of the incident proto
For example, if

ulpu>ulDu14.731024@v/v0# eV, ~46!

the reaction will also be forbidden at least for one prot
helicity. Indeed, if uk5pu2uk5Du*1 ~recall that l
5k5l p /2L 2) the threshold condition is dominated by thelp
term:

ulpu*4.731024@v/v0# eV. ~47!

This imposes a new bound on the parameters of the the

L&3310213 eV21. ~48!

On the other hand, ifuk5Du2uk5pu*1, the conservation of
angular momentum always allows the reaction, and no G
violation is obtained. Although for this effect to be noticeab
we must demand universality of bothA and h ~at least for
these hadronic particles!, instead ofl, sinceD ’s and protons
have different spins, we cannot discard this possibility.

C. Photo-pion production p¿g\p¿p

The next relevant reaction leading to the GZK threshold
the nonresonant photopion productionp1g→p1p. Since
the pion is a spin 0 particle, we may assume that, to the o
considered for Eq.~4!, the relevant dispersion relation is

E25Ap
2 p21hpp41mp

2 , ~49!

where Ap511kp( l p
2/L 2) ~recall that we must havedA

; l p
2/L 2). As in the other cases, the threshold condition w

be given by
6-5
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JORGE ALFARO AND GONZALO PALMA PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 103516
Ep1v>Ēp1Ep ~50!

with

pp2k5 p̄p1pp , ~51!

where Ēp and p̄ refer to the emerging proton. In analog
with the D decay, for this threshold condition we must p
Ēp

25Ap
2p̄21h p̄422ulpu p̄1mp

2 .
With a little amount of algebra we are able to find

2dAEp
2 1S dh13hp

M p~M p1Mp!

Mp
2 D Ep

4 14Epv

12Ep~ ulu6l!>
Mp

2 ~2M p1Mp!

M p1Mp
, ~52!

where dA5Ap2Ap and dh5hp2hp . In the last expres-
sion, 6 refers to the helicity of the incoming proton. Sinc
there will necessarily be an incident proton helicity that c
minimize this term, we can take for the threshold conditi

2Ep~ ulu6l!50. ~53!

With this consideration in mind, we get

2dAEp
2 1~dh1168hp!Ep

4 14Epv

>
Mp

2 ~2M p1Mp!

M p1Mp
. ~54!

As before, let us consider the modifications separately
dA were the dominant term, we would have to consider

2dAEp
2 14Epv>

Mp
2 ~2M p1Mp!

M p1Mp
; ~55!

consequently, the violation condition would be

Ap2Ap.
2v2~M p1Mp!

Mp
2 ~2M p1Mp!

.3.3310224@v/v0#2. ~56!

Using dA; l p
2/L 2, this result can be understood as

L&4.6310217 eV21. ~57!

Let us now consider theh terms. For these we have
violated threshold if

2dh2168hp.27v4S M p1Mp

Mp
2 ~2M p1Mp!

D 3

.2.2310263@v/v0#4 eV22. ~58!

SinceO(dh).O(hp) ~whendh5” 0), let us assume that th
hp term dominates. In this case, for the threshold condit
to be violated we just requireuhu.1.3310265 eV22 with h
negative. Recalling thath5k3l p

2 with k3 of order 1, this
10351
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If

n

condition can be well read asuk3u>1.931029. Hence, ifk3
is not strictly zero, this term can cause the GZK limit viol
tion, as far as photopion production is concerned. Finally
h is null, the next relevant terms will be thel helicity de-
pendent ones. But, by angular momentum conservat
there will always be an emergent proton helicity that canc
them; hence these terms cannot forbid the reaction.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have seen how the introduction of modifications fro
loop quantum gravity can affect and explain the anoma
observed in highly energetic phenomena such as cos
rays. In particular, the notable appearance of helicity dep
dent decays could be a special footprint of this kind of
fective theory.

Provided that the differencedA betweenAg andAe does
not affect the observations of the arrival of multi-TeV ph
tons ~as the ultimate analysis shows!, we have the strong
possibility granted by Eq.~8!,

E6
2 5p2@Ag

262ug~ l pp!#,

to be on the edge of observing polarized multi-TeV photo
Briefly, the actual universe could be transparent for one
licity state ~while not for the other!, nearly over the TeV
range. The specific helicity necessarily depends on the
of ug and for the moment no related observations can dec
this sign.

Likewise, there also is the possibility that we have be
observing polarized protons in the form of GZK limit viola
ing events. For these helicity effects to take place, it is n
essary that bothA andh be universal parameters as oppos
to l, which would need to respect Eq.~46!. This last as-
sumption appears to be a little forced. Nevertheless, fa
with the fact that these terms depend on the parity andCPT
violation structure of the theory and hence the helicity d
generacy of states is broken, we must take this possib
seriously. For instance, it is enough to note the great dif
ence that, in what concerns these helicity terms, must e
between particles of spin zero and fractional spin.

Summarizing, the GZK limit can be violated byA, h, and
l in three different ways. First, by having a nonuniversaA
parameter up to second order inl p /L (Y50 in the case of
photons! in such a way thatAp,AD and Ap,Ap ; in this
case, from the bounds~31! and~57!, the favored range forL
is

4.6310217 eV21*L*8.3310218 eV21. ~59!

Note, however, that this possibility necessarily excludes
existence of al term in the dispersion relations for fermion
since there would be fermions having velocities in the op
site direction from that of the momentum~up to p5l
. keV). This last assumption, at the same time, has
consequence that no parity violation~and thereforeCPT vio-
lation! should be present in the fermionic part of the theo
at the level discussed.

Secondly, by havinghp,hD with h a negative param-
eter; this case is more interesting since it fixes the sign oh
6-6
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and, consequently, its effects could be studied in other h
energy reactions with at least a little more knowledge
these corrections.

Thirdly, the already mentioned possibility of a helici
dependent violation of the limit needs, as in the previo
case, a negative and universalh. The reason for this exotic
combination of parameters is that for the photopion prod
tion to be forbidden it is only necessary to have a negativeh,
while for the resonantD decay, theh sign is not sufficient.
For this last effect to take place, the length scaleL needs to
satisfy @from the bounds~34! and ~48!#

3310213 eV21*L*5.7310214 eV21. ~60!

It is worth noting that the helicity dependent effects tend
favor a length scale around;2310213 eV21 or, if we pre-
fer, a mass scale in the TeV range. This is the same tenta
range found in other work related to gravity@23#. For ex-
ample, recent work on compactification of extra dimensio
@24,25# shows the possibility of defining a mass scale in
TeV range and, as commonly emphasized, it is on the edg
actual empirical observations@26#. A length scale range like
Eq. ~60! gives al value of

l;2.531023 eV. ~61!

As was noted in@27#, a dispersion relation of the type

E25p21lp1m2, ~62!

with a value ofl>1027 eV, should be discarded because
the extremely sensitive measurements made of the L
shift. However, in the present framework, since the La
shift depends primarily on details of the interaction betwe
electrons and photons, we are compelled to wait for a co
plete interaction picture of the effective LQG theories to s
something about the symmetries involved in a low ene
effect like that. In this sense, our development is stric
valid for analyses made on asymptotically free particle sta
~as in the present work!, where the effects of interactions a
taken to be negligible, and kinematical considerations
valid.

Future experimental developments like the Auger arr
the Extreme Universe Space Observatory~EUSO!, and orbit-
ing wide-angle light~OWL! collectors satellite detectors
will increase the precision and phenomenological descrip
~such as a favored proton helicity! of these UHECR’s.

Other related bounds for these parameters can also
established. Such is the case of gamma ray burst obse
tions which could give sensitive results for thedA difference
between photons and neutrinos@3# ~see the Appendix!, or
neutrino oscillations, in which the universality between t
different neutrino flavor LID parameters can be measu
@28#.
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APPENDIX: TIME DELAY BETWEEN PHOTONS AND
NEUTRINOS FROM GRB

The prediction of 1014–1019 eV neutrino bursts generate
in GRB events@29,30#, opens the interesting possibility o
observing a time delay between the arrival of photons a
neutrinos. For instance, taking into account the range p
dicted in Eq. ~59!—which gives anA difference of dA
'10222—the time delay from a typical source at 40 Mpc
a flat Friedmann–Robertson-Walker~FRW! universe, should
be dt;1026 s. This result may be compared with the co
responding one from@3#, where, for the same distance, it
found that dt;0.43102 s. The great discrepancy can b
understood not only on the ground of having different ma
nitude and expressions fordA in terms of theL parameter,
but also by the fact that in@3# the length scaleL was taken to
be a mobile scale which sets a cutoff value for the mome
involved (L&1/p) given the specific physical situation. I
this paper we have considered thatL is a universal length
scale. From this point of view, since the length scale is
mobile, we have included the possibilityp.1/L ~in which
the LQG structure of the regionl p&d&L is present through
its effects!, and therefore the actual results are different.

For completeness, let us show the time delay contri
tions~in a flat FRW universe! from the most significant terms
of the dispersion relation for neutrinos. These delays are c
sidered with respect to the arrival of photons with a conv
tionally rescaledAg[1.

A term:

dtA5
2udAu

H0
@12~11z!21/2#. ~A1!

hn term:

dth5
uhnup0

2

H0
@~11z!3/221#. ~A2!

Additionally, there will be a time delay between photo
of different helicities@4# @to follow the later convention, we
take (v11v2)/25Ag[1, wherev65Ag62ugl pp#

ug term:

dt65
8uugu l pp0

H0
@~11z!1/221#. ~A3!

In Eqs. ~A1!, ~A2!, and ~A3!, p0 is the momentum~or en-
ergy! of the arriving particles,H0 is the Hubble constant, an
z is the source redshift. The above results can be use
analyze the GRB spectral structure in more detail and g
additional bounds to the current parameters. Present obse
tions cannot give such bounds.
6-7
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